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PROJECT SHOWCASE

he London Swimming Pool
company’s brief was to renovate
this unique ‘Deco Style’ pool
constructed in the 1930s that had
been out of use for many decades.
The concrete structure had moved and
fractured in several places and even trees
were in the process of growing within
the cracks.
The clients were quite specific that the
classic flowing form of the structure had to
be maintained as part of the refurbishment
solution. Their ideas included creating the
look and feel of a natural pool within a
wooded beach area using earth colours and
textures. To help achieve this they were to
work with the clients’ project designer,
Nicola Reynolds.
The finished project has completely
transformed what was previously an out of
the way, unused and unattractive area of the
property. The splendid end result provides a
tranquil terraced scene surrounded by
flowerbeds and discreet timber screening
looking to the west from the top of
Wimbledon. All of the visual elements have
combined to provide a relaxing space for

adults but with fun and interest for their
children. The clients’ expectations were not
only met but exceeded.
The essential solutions consisted of
opening up the concrete fractures,
reducing the depth to a child friendly 1.3
metres at the deepest point, creating steps
to allow easy access for most ages and
abilities, providing side wall insulation,
forming a new concrete shell within the
existing using the shotcrete method and
specialist Weber tanking out materials.
Glass mosaics in cream / sand colour were
chosen for the pool interior finishes
together with sawn York stone copings and
large format sawn York surround slabs.
1930’s beach style changing chalets
provide a distinctive feature set upon the
hardwood raised platform housing the
Dripool cover beneath.
The clients did not wish to see skimmer or
light deck box access covers and therefore
Astral front access skimmers were used
along with underwater light connector
plugs. The only concession was to allow for
the Dripool cover tracking as there was no
other invisible solution.
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DESIGN & BUILD

INLETS & VAC POINT

F London Swimming Pool Co Ltd
( 020 8874 0414
: www.londonswimmingpools.com

F Hugo Lahme Stainless Steel, Germany
( +49 23 339 6960
: www.lahme.de

CLIENTS PROJECT DESIGNER/MANAGER

STAINLESS STEEL MAIN DRAIN COVERS
& FRONT ACCESS SKIMMERS

F Nicola Reynolds
( 07831 619624

LED LIGHTING
F Certikin
( 01993 778855
: www.certikin.co.uk

POOL PUMP
1 hp / 1 phase Badu pump
F SPECK Pumps UK Ltd
( 01494 523203
: www.speck.co.uk

F Astral UK Ltd
( 0845 306 0903
: www.astralpooluk.com

GLASS MOSAICS
F Stonegres
( 020 8943 3154
: www.stonegres.co.uk

ADHESIVE & GROUT
F Mapei UK Ltd
( 0121 508 6970
: www.mapei.co.uk

FILTER
600mm Ø Astral Atlas
F Astral UK Ltd
( 0845 306 0903
: www.astralpooluk.com

AUTOMATIC SAFETY COVER
F Dripool
( 02380 663131
: www.dripool.co.uk

